An adverb is a word that modifies the meaning of a verb, an adjective, or another adverb.

Example: The stars shine **brightly**.

Complete the sentences with appropriate adverbs from the word box.

**comfortably**  **annually**  **eagerly**  **downstairs**  **gently**

**rapidly**  **often**  **yesterday**  **here**  **hungrily**

1) Our school organizes a carnival **annually**.

2) Henry ate the burger **hungrily**.

3) Sandra sat **comfortably**.

4) Jane waited **eagerly**.

5) Kyle went **rapidly** yesterday.

6) Did you see a double rainbow **here**?

7) Columbus is **credited** for discovering America.

8) Snakes, eagles, hummingbirds and other animals live **eagerly**.

9) Liam picked up the eggs **quickly**.

10) The butterfly fluttered its wings **gently**.
Complete the sentences with appropriate adverbs from the word box.

- comfortably
- annually
- eagerly
- downstairs
- gently
- rapidly
- often
- yesterday
- here
- hungrily

1) Our school organizes a carnival ________.
2) Henry ate the burger ________.
3) Sandra sat ________ comfortably.
4) Jane waited ________ eagerly.
5) Kyle went ________ downstairs.
6) Did you see a double rainbow ________ yesterday?
7) Columbus is credited for discovering America ________.
8) Snakes, eagles, hummingbirds and other animals live ________ here.
9) Liam picked up the eggs ________ gently.
10) The butterfly fluttered its wings ________ rapidly.

Example: The stars shine ________.